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Abstract

The capability of a discrete element model to predict the constitutive response

of a soil is investigated in this paper. The discrete model is constituted of spher-

ical particles with a contact law embedding inter-particle rolling resistance. The

study has been carried out in a constrained framework: the complexity of the

model is limited in favour of its simplicity of use, the model calibration is in-

dependent of the initial state of the soil, the validation of the model has to be

robust in the sense that validation loading paths should differ strongly from

the calibration loading paths. To reach these objectives, the contact law of the

model was slightly enriched with the implementation of a non-constant fric-

tion angle, and both porosity and connectivity are controlled for the numerical

simulation of the initial soil state. Numerical predictions of the model on the

validation loading paths show that such a modelling framework, associating the

model itself and the preparation methodology of the numerical sample, leads

to good qualitative and quantitative predictions. This is the case in particular

for non-rectilinear loading paths or loading paths involving rotation of princi-

pal stress axes, while the model is calibrated from monotonous drained triaxial

compressions only.
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1. Introduction

The discrete element method (DEM; Cundall and Strack, 1979) can be used

to investigate and characterize the physics taking place at the scale of particles

in granular soils and granular materials (e.g. Iwashita and Oda, 2000; Rajäı

et al., 1998). Nevertheless, DEM has been also largely implemented as a con-5

stitutive model to simulate and investigate the constitutive behaviour of soils

at the scale of the representative elementary volume, often from a qualitative

point of view (see for instance Bardet, 1994; Sibille et al., 2015). Furthermore,

constitutive responses of soils at macroscopic scale can be predicted with the

DEM, as soon as the shape of the particles is either described explicitly in10

the model (Kawamoto et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2012), or indirectly via enriched

contact laws (Belheine et al., 2009; Widulinski et al., 2009). Models explicitly

describing the shape of the particles are very promising regarding their abil-

ity to describe the constitutive response of granular soils as sand (Karapiperis

et al., 2020) or ballast (Quezada et al., 2014). In addition, recent advances as15

the level set DEM (LS-DEM) offer the possibility to consider faithful reproduc-

tions of real soil grains (Kawamoto et al., 2018). However, such an approach

holds for granular soils, whereas many natural soils are not only granular and

include finer elements as silt and clay. Besides, the DEM computation cost in-

creases rapidly, on one hand with the quality of the description of the shape of20

the particles, and on the other hand with the number of particles. An insight

about the number of particles required to constitute a representative elemen-

tary volume for increasing uniformity coefficient can be found in Shire et al.

(2014). Consequently, the computational cost related to the explicit description

of particles become prohibitive in the case of well graded soils (with a rela-25

tively high uniformity coefficient), or when boundary value problems (and not

only representative elementary volumes) are considered. Alternatively, the im-

plementation of spherical particles with enriched contact laws to overcome the

oversimplified representation of particle shapes consists somehow in introducing
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some phenomenological ingredients in the DEM. This can be seen as a draw-30

back, losing the direct physical representation of soil particles and the accurate

description of the local physics. However, such a discretization of soil with spher-

ical elements (or clumps of few spheres) and ad hoc contact laws stays today an

efficient alternative way to describe natural soils (Villard and Chareyre, 2004)

and to tackle engineering problems (Hassan and El Shamy, 2019; Li et al., 2019;35

Villard et al., 2016) with a limited computational cost. It is worth mention-

ing that phenomenological constitutive relations implemented in finite element

or finite difference methods constitute very efficient ways, among others with

respect to the computational cost, to address boundary value problems. How-

ever conventional elastoplastic constitutive relations (typically with one or two40

plastic potentials) do not lead to realistic predictions for some loading paths,

for instance with rotation of principal stress axes or cyclic paths (Saada and

Bianchini, 1988) (or require a specific formulation and calibration in the latter

case) and in the post-failure regime (Daouadji et al., 2011).

This paper focuses on the ability of a discrete element model to predict45

the constitutive response of a soil at the macroscopic scale. In this objective,

a discrete model constituted of spherical particles is considered with a rolling

resistance at inter-particle contacts to mimic the effect of the shape of real par-

ticles (angular or anisotropic) (Oda and Iwashita, 2000). Rorato et al. (2021)

shown that the average rotation of the grains in sands can be correctly described50

by embedding rolling resistance in DEM. Such a model also presents the advan-

tage of a limited computational cost and remain relatively general (i.e. usable

for granular soils and for soils with a wide grain size distribution or including

fines). Its prediction ability at the macroscopic scale in the case of dense gran-

ular soils is rather satisfying, although some refinement can still be investigated55

in order to better adjust the stiffness in the hardening regime when the material

is sheared, or to take into account the dependency of the internal friction angle

on the mean pressure (Plassiard et al., 2009; Sibille et al., 2019).

However, the prediction of DEM in the case of loose soils may be far from

satisfactory (Aboul Hosn et al., 2017). An illustration of such a weak prediction60
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ability for an initial loose state is given in Figure 1. The discrete model, made

of spherical particles with contact rolling resistance, was calibrated on a dense

Hostun sand with a relative density, Dr, close to 1 (see the calibration curves

from drained triaxial compressions further in this paper in Figure 7, and details

of the calibration are given in Sibille et al., 2019). Responses simulated with65

the model are compared in Figure 1 with experimental results for an initially

loose Hostun sand (Dr ≈ 0.1) and for three different loading paths: a drained

compression, an undrained compression, and a drained compression followed by

a constant stress deviator path (q-constant path). The following drawbacks are

observed: the shear strength is overestimated in drained condition and largely70

underestimated in undrained condition (with a precipitate collapse of the nu-

merical sample), the dilatancy along the q-constant path is not reproduced (as

it was also shown in Aboul Hosn et al., 2017).

Finally, many studies based on a DEM model embedding inter-particle rolling

resistance investigated the constitutive response of soils (see among others: Gu75

et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2019; Martin et al., 2020). However, few of them assess

the numerical model with respect to different initial densities of the considered

soil (Gu et al., 2020) and validation of the calibrated model with blind predic-

tions of experimental soil response remains poorly developed.

80

Consequently, the aim of this paper is to present a discrete numerical model

with a good quantitative prediction ability of the mechanical behavior of ini-

tially both dense and loose soils with a relative density ranging from 10% to

100%. The main enrichment of the discrete model concerns, on one hand the

contact law which has been slightly improved in order to describe a non-constant85

internal friction angle at the macroscopic scale; on the other hand, a particular

sample preparation methodology in order to control both the porosity and the

connectivity of the granular assembly at the initial state. It is also important

to keep in mind the constraints which have been fixed for this study:

• the definition of the model and the preparation of the granular initial state90
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Figure 1: Simulation of the response of the loose Hostun sand with a discrete numerical model

proposed in Sibille et al. (2019) and calibrated on dense Hostun sand: the simulated response

(thin black line) is compared to experimental results (thick magenta line) for a drained com-

pression (test TMRF5 from Benahmed, 2001), an undrained compression (test 8ND from Bous-

quet et al., 1994), and a constant stress deviator path (test CSD1 from Daouadji et al., 2011).
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should stay relatively simple to make possible the implementation of such

a model to study a boundary value problem in an engineering context;

• the calibration of the mechanical parameters of the model should be inde-

pendent of the initial density state (as the mechanical contact properties

of two sand grains are independent of the bulk density);95

• the model has to be rigorously validated by testing loading paths for the

validation step strongly different from the loading paths used for the cal-

ibration.

The discrete element model used for this study, and in particular the inter-

granular contact laws, are defined in a first part of the paper. Then, the Hostun100

sand “RF”, used here as the reference soil, is presented together with the origin

of experimental data of mechanical tests performed on this sand, and coming

from the literature or experimental databases. The experimental results, con-

stituting an important base for this study, present the particularity to concern

always the same Hostun sand, but to come from different authors (and thus105

different operators) and from different kinds of testing devices. In a third sec-

tion, the methodology to generate the numerical granular samples and to control

their initial states is discussed, followed by the presentation of the calibration

process of the model. The resulting calibration on the Hostun sand is eventu-

ally displayed. The next section is devoted to the definition of the loading paths110

considered for the validation of the model. Prediction capability of the model

is assessed by comparing the simulated constitutive responses to the responses

measured experimentally on these loading paths. Finally, main findings and

conclusions are discussed in a last section.

2. The discrete element model115

The discrete element model is constituted of spherical particles. It involves

an inter-granular contact law with a rolling moment acting against the relative
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rotation of the particles in contact, in addition to the more classical Coulom-

bian friction model. This model has already been defined in Aboul Hosn et al.

(2017) and Sibille et al. (2019) and the rolling resistance at contact has been120

shown as a relevant and simple way to describe and predict accurately the shear

strength in drained conditions for a given mean pressure. This model includes a

constant contact friction angle resulting, at the macroscopic scale, in a constant

internal friction angle. However, the failure surface for real soils may be slightly

non-linear with respect to the mean pressure, with possibly a relatively strong125

increase of the internal friction angle when the mean pressure lowers. This is

observed for granular soil (Lancelot et al., 2006; Maksimovic, 1989), rockfill

(Barton and Kjaernsli, 1981) and glass beads (Hazzar et al., 2020) and might

result from the alteration of grain surface properties with the confining pressure

(Barton and Kjaernsli, 1981), but it has also been reported for a compact clay130

at very low mean pressure (Maksimovic, 1989).

Since undrained compressions and q-constant paths induce strong reduc-

tions of the mean effective pressure, the underestimation by the model of the

shear strength in undrained conditions, or the non reproduction of a dilatative

response along a q-constant path (as shown in Figure 1) may be attributed135

to a failure surface of the Mohr-Coulomb type (i.e. with a constant internal

–macroscopic– friction angle).

Besides, the contact friction coefficient between two bodies is known from

tribology to possibly depends on the normal contact force, even if this depen-

dence may be quite weak for some ranges of normal forces (Popov, 2017; Popova140

and Popov, 2015). Therefore, the contact law presented here after is enriched

with a non-constant contact friction coefficient, depending on the normal con-

tact stress as suggested previously by Suhr and Six (2017).

Let’s consider a couple of interacting particles as displayed in Figure 2a with

an overlap δn and a normal ~n to the tangent contact plane. Then the normal
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Figure 2: Contact between two particles: overlap (a) and rheological models of the contact

law with sliding friction (b) and rolling resistance (rolling friction) (c).

and tangential contact forces write respectively (Figure 2b):

~Fn = kn δn ~n (1)

∆~Ft = −kt ∆~ut (2)

where kn and kt are normal and tangential stiffnesses considered constant. ~Ft

is computed incrementally from the relative tangential displacement ~ut at the

contact due to the non-linearity introduced by the dry friction. The latter

implies that:

||~Ft|| ≤ µ ||~Fn|| (3)

with µ the contact friction coefficient.145

µ is either chosen constant (in the phases of generation of the numerical

sample) or defined as a function of the normal contact stress σc (Darve and

Dendani, 1988; Maksimovic, 1989):

µ = µmin +
µmax − µmin

σc/σRc + 1
(4)

Then µmin and µmax constitute two parameters of the contact law. For a nil

normal contact stress (i.e. a nil normal contact force) µ = µmax, while for an

increasing contact stress the friction coefficient decreases to tend asymptotically

to µmin.150
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σRc is a reference contact stress chosen arbitrarily as the mean normal contact

stress that would occur in an idealized isotropic granular assembly subjected to

a reference isotropic confining stress of 100 kPa. Assuming a granular medium

of porosity 0.4, a rough estimation of σRc is then given thanks to the mixture

theory by 100/(1− 0.4) ≈ 167 kPa.155

σc is deduced for each contact from the normal contact force with:

σc =
||~Fn||
π R 2

mean

(5)

where Rmean is the harmonic mean of the radii R1 and R2 of the two spheres

involved in the contact:

Rmean = 2
R1R2

R1 +R2
(6)

Figure 3 gives an example of the change of the contact friction coefficient with

the normal contact stress for the parameters calibrated further in this paper

(µmin = 0.35 and µmax = 1.22). The contact friction coefficient increases im-

portantly for low normalized contact stress, which is drawing a parallel with

the strong increase of the internal friction angle found at low confining pressure160

for the dense Hostun sand (up to 48 to 49 degrees for the dense Hostun sand

under a confining pressure of 20 kPa (Lancelot et al., 2006)). Interestingly, the

relation 4, inspired from the phenomenological constitutive relation developed

by Darve and co-authors for soils (Darve and Dendani, 1988; Darve et al., 1995),

can be seen as a simplified expression of the normal stress-dependent coefficient165

of friction implemented by Suhr and Six (2017) and deduced from the friction

model of a wheel-rail (steel-steel) contact.

Concerning the inter-particle rolling resistance, the rolling moment at con-

tact, ~Mr, is defined from a constant rolling stiffness kr and acts against the

relative rolling rotation of the particles ~θr (Figure 2c):

∆ ~Mr = −kr ∆~θr (7)

It is limited by a plastic threshold (rolling friction) expressed as:

|| ~Mr|| ≤ ||~Fn|| ηr min(R1, R2) (8)
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Figure 3: Dependence of the contact friction coefficient on the normal contact stress for

µmin = 0.35 and µmax = 1.22.

where ηr is the rolling friction coefficient.

170

Finally, contact stiffnesses are defined from a stiffness modulus Ec and di-

mensionless tangential and rolling coefficients, αt and αr respectively:

kn = EcRmean; kt = αt kn; kr = αr R1R2 kt (9)

Consequently, to describe a non-cohesive soil, the numerical model requires

a total of six mechanical parameters: 3 elastic parameters (Ec, αt, αr) and 3

friction coefficients (µmin, µmax, ηr).

Moreover, inter-particle adhesion may be used during the sample preparation

as a way to influence the connectivity of the granular assembly to produce

different initial micro-structures. Therefore, adhesive normal and tangential

contact forces, FAn and FAs , are defined from an adhesive stress σA such that:

FAn = FAt = σA [min(R1, R2)]
2

(10)

Then, the contact presents a resistance to a tensile normal force as long as:

~Fn . ~n > −FAn , (11)
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and the shear force is limited by:

||~Ft|| ≤ µ (~Fn . ~n) + FAt . (12)

Constitutive simulations presented in this paper were performed thanks to175

the open-source code YADE (Smilauer, 2015), from a parallelepipedic cell with

periodic limit conditions and including 10 000 particles.

The computational time for a simulation as the ones presented here after is

typically of few hours on a conventional desktop computer (≈ 2 to 4 hours on

a single 2.5 GHz processor, except for cyclic liquefaction tests). Hence, much180

complex simulation domains, as boundary value problems, can be tackled in a

reasonable time with parallel computations on a recent computing workstation.

3. Experimental data on Hostun sand “RF”

Calibration and validation of the numerical model are performed from tri-

axial loadings performed on the Hostun sand “RF”. This sand is chosen as the185

reference soil for this study because a large series of experimental results is avail-

able coming from different operators using different loading devices, with a wide

variety of loading paths (including non axisymetric stress states and rotation of

principal stress axises). A description of Hostun sand is given by Flavigny et al.

(1990). It is composed of sub-angular to angular grains with a uniform grain190

size distribution as shown in Figure 4 (uniformity coefficient CU = 1.8) and a

mean grain size D50 = 0.35 mm. Depending on the technique used, the mini-

mum void ratio was found in the range emin ∈ [0.624; 0.648] and the maximum

void ratio in the range emax ∈ [0.961; 1.041].

195

Two sets of experimental tests are considered in this paper. A first set of tests

were performed on dense samples with a relative density Dr after consolidation

close to 1.0 using a true triaxial apparatus by Zitouni (1988) and Lanier and

Zitouni (1988). This apparatus consists in a parallelepipedic box made of six

rigid steel platens. The latter can move in such a way that the inside box deforms200
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Figure 4: Grain size distribution of the Hostun sand “RF”, after Flavigny et al. (1990).

by staying parallelepipedic. By this way, the three principal components of

stresses or strains can be controlled independently by controlling the kinematic

of the platens: either directly for strains by adjusting the platen displacements,

or indirectly for stresses thanks to a closed-loop control. The second set of tests

were performed on loose samples with Dr ≈ 0.1 after consolidation and using205

conventional axisymmetric triaxial cells. Data was collected from Benahmed

(2001) and Daouadji et al. (2011), and from a database compiling the triaxial

tests performed at “laboratoire 3SR” (Grenoble, France) on Hostun sand RF

(Bousquet et al., 1994).

It is worth noting some major differences between the two sets of tests.210

Dense sand samples were created by dry tamping whereas the moist tamping

technique was applied to get loose samples. The loose samples were saturated

before triaxial compressions whereas dense samples were kept dry. Finally, the

initial cylindrical shape of loose samples, enclosed into a rubber membrane, may

change into a barrel shape during the compression, while the dense samples kept215

at any time a parallelepipedic shape as imposed by the rigid platens.
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4. Sample generation and identification of the mechanical parameters

4.1. Control of the initial state

The initial state of the numerical granular assembly constitutes a key point

to reach quantitative prediction of soil responses (Combe and Roux, 2011).220

When the numerical sample is sheared, the volumetric deformation and the peak

shear strength depend strongly on its initial density, as for real soils. Moreover,

the stiffness in the hardening regime is influenced by the initial connectivity

of the granular assembly (Roux and Combe, 2010). Therefore, a preparation

methodology of the granular assembly is presented in this section in such a225

way that the initial density of the packing and its initial connectivity can be

controlled independently.

The input parameters of this preparation methodology are a target poros-

ity nt, an inter-particle adhesion σA, and the confining pressure p0 desired at

the end of the compaction. The porosity reached at the end of the process de-230

pends mainly on the input target porosity, while the coordination number of the

packing is influenced by the inter-particle adhesion. The preparation process is

constituted of three steps.

1. Strain controlled isotropic compression of a cloud of non-overlapping par-

ticles with a nil inter-particle friction (µ = 0) and a fixed inter-particle235

adhesion σA until reaching the target porosity nt. During this step the

mean pressure in the sample can become higher than p0.

2. Progressive reduction of the inter-particle adhesion while the volume of

the sample is fixed (density is kept constant) until reaching either a nil

adhesion (σA = 0), or a mean pressure equal to the desired confining240

pressure p0 (as the mean pressure decreases with the reduction of the

inter-particle adhesion).

3. Adhesion is set to zero (σA = 0, if a nil adhesion has not been reached in

the previous step) and the inter-particle friction is set to its nominal value

(i.e. the value chosen to simulate the constitutive soil behaviour). Then a245

stress controlled isotropic compression is performed until the stabilization
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of the numerical sample under the desired isotropic confining pressure

p0. During this last step, the porosity of the sample may evolve slightly

(with respect to nt fixed at step 1) until reaching, at equilibrium, an

initial porosity n0 (i.e. the initial porosity that will be considered for the250

consecutive mechanical loadings). In other words, the operator has to

choose nt in step 1 by estimating a priori the possible shift from nt to n0.

At the end of the third step the granular assembly reaches an initial state

characterized by the isotropic confining pressure p0, a porosity n0, and a con-

nectivity assessed via the coordination number z0 (the mean number of contacts255

per particles) or the mechanical coordination number z0m, as defined by Thorn-

ton (2000), where only particles involved in two or more contacts are taken into

account (particles not contributing to the stability of the packing are discarded).

Figure 5 presents an illustration of the coordination number reached for260

initially dense (n0 = 0.36) and loose (n0 = 0.41) granular assemblies under a

confinement p0 = 300 kPa, with respect to the adhesion σA set at the beginning

of the process. Note that low adhesion values are not considered for the loose

case because a sufficiently high adhesion is necessary to promote loose initial

states. Hence, if a high target porosity in combination with a low adhesion are265

chosen for the generation methodology, a rather unstable configuration will be

generated during steps 2 and 3 and the porosity will converge toward a low

value n0 during the step 3 (stabilisation phase).

Generally speaking, opposite trends are observed with respect to n0. In the

dense case, inter-particle adhesion promotes the creation and the preservation270

of contacts during the generation process and connectivity increases with the

adhesion. In the loose case, inter-particle adhesion promotes stable open micro-

structure when high target porosity are chosen and the connectivity decreases

with adhesion. Moreover, a relatively wide range of coordination numbers is

accessible in the dense case, whereas this range is much reduced in the loose case.275

In the latter case, it is difficult to keep a stable packing when the coordination

14



Dense state (n0 = 0.36)

(a)

Loose state (n0 = 0.41)

(b)

Figure 5: Dependence of the coordination number z0 and mechanical coordination number

z0m on the adhesion σA chosen for the compaction phase; the porosity is fixed at n0 = 0.36

for the dense state and n0 = 0.41 for the loose state.

number is decreased (by choosing high adhesion); besides, high connectivities

cannot be reached in combination with a high porosity.

Finally, let’s recall that the objective is to simulate a micro-structure made

of spherical particles that would result in a macroscopic constitutive response280

similar to the one of a soil composed of non-spherical particles. Consequently,

adhesion values, considered for instance in Figure 5, are not necessarily repre-

sentative of the capillary pressures in a partially saturated soil as the numerical

micro-structure is not a direct reproduction of the real one.
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4.2. Calibration methodology285

As indicated in the introduction, one of the objectives of this paper is to

identify the mechanical parameters of the model is such a way the parameters

are identical for initially dense and loose soils. The residual shear strength at

large deformations (critical shear strength) is one of the important soil char-

acteristics used to calibrate the model. However, the mobilized friction angle290

observed at large deformations from drained triaxial compression tests may be

different for initially dense and loose states (Chu, 1995; Tatsuoka et al., 1986;

Wu, 1990). Figure 6 presents such results in the case of the Hostun sand (Be-

nahmed, 2001). For initially loose states (initial relative density Di
r = 0), the

mobilized friction angle can be more than 3 degrees lower than the one at a295

medium dense state (Di
r = 0.5). A greater gap is even reached if again denser

initial states are considered. This difference is mainly attributed to the limited

axial deformation (due to technical constraints) that can be imposed with a

conventional triaxial device (typically about 20 %). For relatively dense Hostun

sands, the final state reached at the end of the compression is usually still in the300

softening regime and is not a steady state in terms of volumetric deformation

and mobilized friction angle. The critical state should stand beyond the last

state observed experimentally. Therefore, the residual shear strength observed

Figure 6: Mobilized friction angle measured at the end of drained compressions on Hostun

sand for different initial densities, after Benahmed (2001).
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from a loose initial state will be preferred for the calibration of the model, since

it is obtained for a lower deformation of the sample more easily achieved with305

a triaxial device.

From a numerical point of view, the peak shear strength of an initially dense

specimen strongly depends on the contact friction coefficient. Consequently,

the calibration of the contact friction coefficient requires compression tests on310

initially dense samples. Furthermore, if the contact friction coefficient µ is as-

sumed dependent on the normal contact stress (as in Equation 4), then several

drained compressions on initially dense states with different confining pressures

should be used for the calibration (if µ is assumed constant then a single com-

pression from a dense state is enough, see Sibille et al., 2019).315

By taking into account the above considerations, the calibration of the model

requires at least one drained compression on the loose sand and several drained

compressions (ideally 3) on the dense sand. Then, the following calibration

methodology is proposed. It considers a non-constant contact friction coefficient,320

but for sake of simplicity the latter is fixed as constant in the first steps of the

process.

1. Numerically the shear strength at large deformation depends only on the

rolling friction coefficient ηr and not on the initial density, nor the contact

friction coefficient if µ is not too low (Aboul Hosn et al., 2017) and fixed325

arbitrarily here to a constant value, as 0.5 for instance. Consequently, ηr

is the first parameter of the model being calibrated to fit the residual shear

strength identified from a drained compression performed on the initially

loose sand.

2. The initial density is the first factor influencing the volumetric deformation330

(dilatancy/contractancy) and the peak shear strength. Therefore, the

initial density is tuned in order to approach as close as possible both

the volumetric deformation and the peak shear strength obtained from a

17



drained compression on the dense sand with a given confining pressure.

During this phase µ is still kept constant. Besides, the contact adhesion335

involved in the sample generation is fixed in this step to a default value

(relatively low for a dense sample), since the initial coordination number

and the necessary adhesion to reach it will be identified latter.

3. Once the initial density for the dense case has been identified, the con-

tact friction coefficient is calibrated to improve the reproduction of the340

volumetric deformation and the peak shear strength. In a first time, µ

is calibrated as a constant parameter from the single compression on the

dense sand considered in step 2. Then, the dependence of µ with the con-

tact normal stress (Eq. 4) is switched on to identified µmin and µmax from

compressions at different confining pressures (but ideally identical initial345

densities).

4. The initial coordination number for the dense state is tuned according

to the sample generation detailed in previous section in order to fit the

stress-strain response of the dense sand in the hardening regime. As initial

density, contact friction coefficient and initial coordination number may350

have cross effects on volumetric deformation, peak shear strength and

stiffness in the hardening regime, it may be useful to loop over steps 2 to

4 to converge towards the most suitable set of parameters.

5. Finally, initial density and coordination number are searched (always ac-

cording to the process defined in previous section) to fit respectively the355

volumetric deformation and the stiffness in the hardening regime for the

initial loose state, or even any initial state different from the dense state

considered previously.

The choice of the elastic parameters are not discussed here. But if they

are sufficiently close to the rigid grain limit (Roux and Chevoir, 2005; Roux360

and Combe, 2010), then the plastic properties of the granular assembly at the

macroscopic scale depend on the contact plastic parameters (ηr, µmin, µmax)

only (Aboul Hosn et al., 2017). Besides, the stiffness of the numerical sample
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Table 1: Properties of the discrete model identified from the calibration on initially loose and

dense Hostun sand RF.

Initial state Mechanical parameters

n0 z0 z0m Ec (MPa) αt αr µmin µmax ηr

Dense
0.369 4.33 1.90

500 0.30 5.00 0.35 1.22 0.25
(p0 = 350 kPa)

Loose
0.444 4.17 2.73

(p0 = 300 kPa)

at low deformation depends on the elastic contact parameters but also on the

initial density and connectivity. For this paper, elastic contact parameters where365

chosen a priori sufficiently high to approach the rigid grain limit and they have

not been calibrated. Global stiffness at low deformation was found satisfying

after identifying the initial porosity and connectivity.

4.3. Calibration on Hostun sand

The particle size distribution considered in the numerical model is identical370

to the one of Hostun sand RF shown in Figure 4, except the extreme parts of

the distribution where particles smaller than 0.125 mm and larger than 0.63

mm (representing 2% of the total mass of particles) have been discarded. The

mechanical parameters resulting from the calibration on the Hostun sand RF

are given in Table 1, together with the properties of the initial states of the375

model. The calibration curves are shown in Figure 7 for the dense Hostun sand

and in Figure 8 for the loose sand. In these figures, as for the following ones,

experimental results are presented with a thick magenta lines (or thick grey in

black and white printings) and simulated responses are plotted with thinner

black lines.380

Concerning the dense sand, three axisymmetric drained compressions at con-

fining pressures p0 = 200, 350 and 500 kPa respectively have been considered

for the calibration (i.e. the following condition is imposed to the true triaxial
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Figure 7: Calibration of the model compared to drained compressions on the dense Hostun

sand from Lanier and Zitouni (1988). Experimental results are displayed in thick magenta

lines (or thick gray in black and white printings), black lines correspond to the model presented

in this paper, while fine gray lines show the calibration obtained with a previous model (Sibille

et al., 2019) involving a constant contact friction coefficient and without tuning of the initial

connectivity.
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apparatus σ2 = σ3 = σradial = p0). The thin grey lines in Figure 7 represent the385

responses simulated with a previous version of the model (Sibille et al., 2019)

where the contact friction coefficient is kept constant and the initial coordina-

tion number is not calibrated. The mechanical parameters for this model were

µ = 0.344, ηr = 0.55 and the elastic parameters where identical to the ones in

Table 1. Although the calibration of the two versions of the model are satis-390

fying, some refinements are brought by the version presented here. The stress

ratio σaxial/σradial depends now on the confining pressure and the peak of the

stress deviator is well described whatever the confining pressure (whereas it was

slightly underestimated for p0 = 200 kPa and overestimated for p0 = 500 kPa

with the previous model). The stiffness in the hardening regime is also well395

described (wheresas it was overestimated in the previous version due to a high

initial connectivity). Finally, the set of parameters of the model results in good

reproduction of the volumetric strain rate in the phase of dilation.

Two axisymmetric drained compressions have been considered for the loose400

sand (even if a single compression would be enough) at the confining pressures

of 200 and 300 kPa respectively (Benahmed, 2001; Bousquet et al., 1994). The

maximum stress deviator is now relatively well described (compare to results

shown in Figure 1). The contractancy is slightly overestimated for both tests

and the stiffness in the hardening regime is better described for the test at405

p0 = 300 kPa than for the one at p0 = 200 kPa. A better description of

the response of the loose sand could probably be achieved if the description of

the dense sand is discarded and mechanical parameters of the model directly

tuned from the loose sand tests. However, this would result in an ad hoc choice

of the mechanical parameters of the model in function of the initial porosity,410

which is against the objectives of the paper. Furthermore, loose sand samples

where created by moist tamping. This technique may lead to particular micro-

structures with particle aggregates and double porosity (presence of macro-pores

(Benahmed et al., 2004)) which is probably not accurately simulated with the

model.415
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Figure 8: Calibration of the model compared to drained compressions on the loose Hostun

sand; experimental results from Bousquet et al. (1994) (test 13 with p0 = 300 kPa) and Be-

nahmed (2001) (test TMRF5 with p0 = 200 kPa)
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5. Model validation on dense sand

The loading paths considered for the validation of the model have been

chosen in such a way they are strongly different from the calibration paths, but

also with respect to the availability of the experimental data. As a much wider

variety of loading paths were tested on the dense Hostun sand than on a very420

loose one, the validation paths chosen for the dense sand differ from the ones

for the loose sand.

Concerning the dense sand, two validation paths performed on the true tri-

axial apparatus are considered: a cyclic stress proportional loading path and

a circular stress loading path. The latter path constituted one of the valida-425

tion cases of the benchmark on elasto-plastic constitutive relations organized for

the international workshop in Cleveland in 1987 on “Constitutive equations for

granular non-cohesive soils” (Saada and Bianchini, 1988). As regards the loose

sand, three kinds of validation test, performed with axisymmetric triaxial appa-

ratuses, were considered: undrained compression paths, constant stress deviator430

paths, and an alternating (compression/extension) cyclic path in undrained con-

ditions until liquefaction of the soil.

5.1. Cyclic stress proportional loading path

Stress proportional paths are performed by fixing the parameter b for a given

loading path:

b =
σ2 − σ3
σ1 − σ3

= cst. (13)

where σ1, σ2 and σ3 are the principal stresses such that σ1 > σ2 > σ3. The

parameter b characterizes the intermediate stress with respect to the minor and

major principal stresses. To fully define the stress state, an additional condition

on the mean pressure is considered. The mean pressure is kept constant and

equal to the confinement p0 reached after the preliminary isotropic compression.

Finally, tests are performed by controlling the principal strain ε1. Consequently

σ1 is a response parameter and σ2 and σ3 are imposed such that:

σ2 =
1− 2 b

b− 2
σ1 + 3 p0

1− b
2− b

(14)
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σ3 =
b+ 1

b− 2
σ1 +

3 p0
2− b

(15)

Experimental tests where carried out by Zitouni (1988) and two cyclic loadings435

are considered as presented in Figure 9:

• test SFHD72 with b = 0.667, leading to a three-dimensional stress state,

and p0 = 500 kPa;

• test SFHD216 with b = 0, corresponding to an axisymmetric test with

respect to direction ‘1’, and p0 = 200 kPa.440

For both tests, the amplitude of the first loading/unloading cycle is relatively

important. Then, the amplitude of the following cycles is reduced and kept

constant such that ∆ε1 = 3.8% for test SFHD216 and ∆ε1 = 4.9% for SFHD72.

The prediction of the model is globally satisfying, in particular regarding the445

fact that the calibration has been realized on monotonous compressions whereas

cyclic responses are investigated here. For such cyclic loadings, the integration

by DEM models of the loading history by the explicit description of the evo-

lution of the soil micro-structure constitutes a strong advantage, whereas con-

ventional phenomenological constitutive relations require the implementation of450

ad hoc history parameters for that purpose. In more detail, the stiffness in the

compression phases of the cycles is slightly underestimated by the model, in

particular for the test SFHD216. A simpler version of the model (with constant

contact friction coefficient and without tuning of the initial connectivity) gaves

(perhaps incidentally) a stress-strain response closer to the experimental one455

(Sibille et al., 2019). The simulated responses with a such simpler model are

not displayed here as they stay rather close to the current one.

Besides, the predictions of the model in terms of volume change are in good

agreement with the experimental measurements, and it constitutes an illustra-

tion of the consequences of the refinements brought to the definition of the460
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Figure 9: Validation on cyclic stress proportional loading paths with constant mean pressure

on dense Hostun sand, simulated responses in black are compared with experimental results

in magenta (grey).
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model. The divergence between the simulated and the experimental volume

changes during the first cycle of test SFHD72 is essentially due to the strain

localization occurring quite early in this test (Lanier and Zitouni, 1988; Zi-

touni, 1988), leading the experimental observation away from what should be

the intrinsic response of soil (i.e. without the bifurcation of the response into a465

localized mode of deformation).

5.2. Circular stress loading path

The circular stress path in the deviatoric stress plane consists in continuously

changing the Lode angle while the mean pressure and the stress deviator are

kept constant (Saada and Bianchini, 1988). The Lode angle ϕσ is defined from

the axis s1 (which is the projection of the σ1 axis in the deviatoric plane) and

the stress deviator intensity is represented by the second stress invariant:

I2σ =
√

tr (s2) (16)

where s is the deviatoric stress tensor.

The circular stress path is performed for p0 = 500 kPa and I2σ = 420 kPa.

Preliminary, the soil sample is isotropically compressed up to p0 = 500 kPa,470

followed by a compression in direction ‘3’ (i.e. ϕσ = −120o) with a constant

mean pressure, p = p0, to reach the expected value of I2σ. Finally the circular

stress loading is executed. It is constituted of two revolutions in the deviatoric

stress plane representing a change of ϕσ from −120o to +600o. Then, the

mechanical state is fully stress controlled with principal stresses given by:475

σ1 = p+
√

2/3 I2σ cos(ϕσ)

σ2 = p+
√

2/3 I2σ cos(ϕσ − 120o) (17)

σ3 = p+
√

2/3 I2σ cos(ϕσ + 120o)

The representation of the strain response is split into the projection of the

strain response path on the deviatoric strain plane (Bianchini et al., 1988), and

the volume change (which corresponds to the strain component out of the devi-

atoric strain plane). The simulated response is compared in Figure 10 with the
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experimental one obtained by Lanier and Zitouni (1988). The model underes-480

timates the deformations, both in the deviatoric strain plane and in terms of

volume change. This underestimation can be separated into two parts. First, the

deviatoric and volumetric deformations induced during the initial comprespsion

at constant mean pressure are underestimated, in particular for the volumetric

component which is almost nil (quasi pure deviatoric deformation), whereas a485

compression in observed experimentally. Second, the deformations during the

circular loading are themselves underestimated. In particular, relatively im-

portant irreversible volume reductions are observed experimentally; they are

reproduced only partially by the model.

Previous predictions obtained with a simpler DEM model (with a constant490

contact friction coefficient, and without tuning of the initial connectivity) are

represented with a thin grey line in Figure 10. The improvement of the pre-

diction with the refined model is clear but not enough to completely fit the

experimental data, even if the calibration from axisymmetric drained compres-

sions for the dense sand is compelling (Figure 7), with in particular a good495

reproduction of the stiffness in the hardening regime (i.e. for a range of shear

strengths mobilized during the circular stress loading).

Nevertheless, as shown during the “Cleveland workshop” (Saada and Bian-

chini, 1988), conventional elastoplastic constitutive relations fail to describe the

response to such a loading path. The prediction given by the DEM model,500

even if it is not completely in agreement with the experimental results from a

quantitative point of view, stays satisfying and as good as several incrementally

non-linear constitutive relations (but the latter requires much more experimen-

tal tests for their calibration than such a discrete model).

6. Model validation on loose sand505

6.1. Isochoric compression

Two conventional axisymmetric undrained compressions are considered, one

from Benahmed (2001) (test TMRF34 with p0 = 200 kPa) and another one from
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Figure 10: Validation from a circular stress loading path on dense Hostun sand: the strain

response path is projected on the deviatoric strain plane (top); the relative volume change

is represented in terms of the Lode angle (bottom). Black lines correspond to the model

presented in this paper, while fine gray lines show the calibration obtained with a previous

model (Sibille et al., 2019) involving a constant contact friction coefficient and without tuning

the initial connectivity.
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Bousquet et al. (1994) (test 8ND with p0 = 279 kPa). Experimentally, the sand

samples are saturated and compressed in undrained condition resulting in the510

isochoric deformation of the samples. Numerically, the water is not described

and the isochoric condition is directly imposed by controlling the radial strains

such that they balance the axial strain (i.e., if the sample is compressed along

the direction ‘1’ then ε2 = ε3 = −ε1/2).

Simulated responses and experimental results are shown in Figure 11. Com-515

pare to the preliminary prediction presented in Figure 1, the description of the

peak of the stress deviator has been improved and is now realistic. The q-peak

is even well predicted for the test 8ND with p0 = 279 kPa. For the preliminary

prediction (Figure 1), the initial connectivity (z = 4.04 and z0m = 1.57) was

lower than the one of the model currently considered (z = 4.17 and z0m = 2.73,520

Table 1). The improvement may result from the tuning of the initial coordina-

tion number and the general increase of the contact friction coefficient when the

effective mean pressure decreases.

Nevertheless, once the q-peak is reached, the model still presents a more

unstable response than the sand samples, resulting in a complete liquefaction525

(vanishing of the effective stresses) for a low axial deformation, whereas exper-

imentally the liquefaction is rather partial and requires a larger deformation

of the samples. In the real sand, the rotation of angular shaped particles, or

particles with anisotropic shapes, can have some direct kinematics effects as a

local tendency to dilation, or at least as a particle interlocking under the global530

isochoric constraint, helping to stabilize the mechanical response. The numeri-

cal model involves a rolling resistance at contacts but with spherical particles;

this may fail to completely described such a local mechanism, particularly from

a kinematics point of view.

6.2. q-constant path535

Constant stress deviator loading path consists in decreasing the effective

mean pressure p while the stress deviator q is kept constant from a stress state

reached after a preliminary drained compression. Two experimental tests per-
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Figure 11: Validation on undrained axisymmetric compressions on loose Hostun sand, com-

parison with experimental tests 8ND with p0 = 279 kPa (Bousquet et al., 1994) and TMRF34

with p0 = 200 kPa (Benahmed, 2001).
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formed from an initial confinement p0 = 300 kPa, and conducted by Daouadji

et al. (2011), are considered. For test CSD1, the stress deviator reached after540

the initial drained compression is q = 119 kPa. The subsequent q-constant path

is realized by slowly increasing the pore pressure while the total stresses applied

to the sand sample are kept constant. For test CSD2, the initial drained com-

pression was stopped at q = 54 kPa, and the q-constant path was achieved by

decreasing the total stresses (σ̇axial = σ̇radial < 0), while the pore pressure is545

maintained constant.

Numerically, the water phase is not described (as for the isochoric tests) and

the q-constant loading is prescribed similarly to the test CSD2, by imposing

after the preliminary compression:

σ̇1 = σ̇2 = σ̇3 = c (18)

where c is a negative constant. Then ṗ = c and q̇ = 0.

Numerical predictions are compared with the experimental results in Fig-

ure 12. There is a lack of repeatability of the experimental response concerning

the deformations induced by the initial drained compression. However, it is550

clear that both axial shortening and volume reduction are underestimated by

the model during this initial drained compression. It concerns a low deforma-

tion range only (εaxial < 0.5 %) and this is mainly a matter of elastic properties.

Besides, it is important to keep in mind that the operators and the testing

equipments for these tests are different from the ones involved for the drained555

compression tests used for the calibration (Figures 7 and 8). Moreover, the gen-

eral configuration of the numerical model (parallelepipedic granular assembly

with periodic limit conditions) is different from the experimental tests (cylin-

drical sand samples inside a latex membrane and in between bottom and top

plates). Consequently, the identification of the origin of the difference for such560

low deformations is not straightforward.

Concerning the q-constant loading itself, the strong dilation observed at the

beginning of the loading is now reproduced by the model, whereas it was lacking

in the preliminary prediction (Figure 1). However this dilation is still underes-
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Figure 12: Validation on constant stress deviator loading paths on loose Hostun sand, com-

parison with experimental tests CSD1 with q = 119 kPa, and CSD2 with q = 54 kPa from

Daouadji et al. (2011).
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timated, in particular for the test CSD2. Once the dilation peak is reached, the565

model predicts a collapse of the sample which is more sudden (in terms of axial

strain as shown in Figure 12b) than what is observed experimentally (even if

few experimental data is available after the dilatation peak).

Here again, a more dilatant response is expected for stronger contact friction570

coefficients (Aboul Hosn et al., 2017) and the introduction of an increasing

contact friction coefficient while the normal contact forces lower (and so does

the mean pressure) promotes a dilatant response along the q-constant path.

However, this mechanisms is not sufficient to completely recover quantitatively

the experimental observations.575

6.3. Alternating undrained cyclic loading

Undrained cyclic loadings performed by Benahmed (2001) on saturated sand

samples with a conventional axisymmetric triaxial cell are considered. The

loadings are performed by controlling the stress deviator which is imposed to

alternate cyclically with an amplitude qcyc between compression (up to q =580

qcyc), and extension (down to q = −qcyc) around a nil stress deviator state.

Experimentally, the isochoric condition is maintained by closing the sample

drainage, whereas numerically the isochoric condition is reached by imposing

ε2 = ε3 = −ε1/2.

Simulated and experimental responses are displayed in Figure 13. As the soil585

is sufficiently loose and the cycle amplitude qcyc sufficiently large, the loading

leads to the total liquefaction of the sample (vanishing of the effective stresses)

for both simulated and experimental responses. The main difference between

the model and the experience is the response path followed during the extension

phase of the cycles. This is particularly visible for the first cycle: experimen-590

tally, the pore overpressure generated during the compression phase of the cycle

is only partially vanished during the subsequent extension phase and no neg-

ative overpressure is developed. Numerically, a much more reversible response

is observed, with a reduction of the overpressure (previously generated during
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the compression phase) down to a negative value during the extension phase595

(but with a magnitude lower than in the compression phase). This different be-

haviour results experimentally in a faster growth of the pore overpressure with

cycles and a faster decrease of the mean effective pressure (always with respect

to the number of cycles), particularly during the extension phase of the cycles.

Consequently, the number N of cycles to reach the liquefaction is higher for the600

simulated response (N = 31) than for the experience (N = 5).

An element in the global constitution of the model is probably missing to

describe accurately this different behaviour in compression and in extension. It

may be related to the anisotropy of the fabric of the sand samples (built by moist605

tamping), while contact orientations in numerical samples are rather isotropic.

We attempted to build anisotropic granular assemblies, but the effect on the

simulated response to such alternating cyclic loadings was far from sufficient to

close the gap with the experimental data. The inter-particle contact law with

a normal stiffness identical in compression and decompression may also be in-610

criminated, the contact between sand particles being possibly slightly damaged

at each loading.

However, in all cases, the number of cycles to reach the liquefaction seems to

be very sensitive to the initial state. Experimentally, for the sand density con-

sidered here, it has been shown that N may change with a factor from 0.2 to 2.7615

depending on qcyc (Benahmed, 2001) (the factor decreasing when qcyc increases).

Numerically, Figure 14 gives an indication of the repeatability of the simulated

responses for six simulations performed from different random generations of

the initial positions of the particles. N ranges from 22 to 43, representing a

maximum factor of 2. Furthermore, the initiation threshold of the instabil-620

ity in terms of effective mean pressure and pore overpressure is rather well

reproducible experimentally (Benahmed, 2001), even if, for the same tests, the

number of cycles to reach the liquefaction is not. Similarly, the numerical model

gives here a good prediction of the initiation threshold of the instability, occur-

ring numerically and experimentally at about p = 100 kPa and ∆u = 100 kPa625
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Figure 13: Cyclic liquefaction test on loose Hostun sand: predicted response with the discrete

model and experimental results from Benahmed (2001).
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Figure 14: Repeatability of the simulated response to an alternating undrained cyclic loading

on the loose Hostun; each simulation is performed from a different random draw of initial

particle positions.
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Figure 15: Experimental and predicted cyclic shear strength of Hostun sand RF at a relative

density Dr = 0.1; experimental data after Benahmed (2001).

(Figure 13).

Although the number N of cycles to reach liquefaction is a sensitive param-

eter, his dependence on the cycle amplitude can be interestingly investigated,

as qcyc can affect the number of cycles in a wide range of several decades. Ex-630

perimental and simulated results of the cyclic shear strength of Hostun sand

at Dr = 0.1 are presented in Figure 15. The normalized cycle amplitude

(qcyc/(2p0)) is plotted with respect to N . The model overestimates the number

of cycles to initiate liquefaction by a factor of 10, however the trend is rather

fairly reproduced: the slopes of the linear regressions (in the semi-logarithmic635

diagram) are equal to -0.0299 and -0.0365 for the experimental and simulated

data respectively (the grey triangle symbol corresponding to the lowest cycle

amplitude has not been considered for the regression, as discussed further).

This result has to be considered relatively to the fact that no calibration of the

model has been done from cyclic tests. The remaining shift between experimen-640

tal and numerical point can be attributed to the constitutive model itself, but

the difference in the boundary conditions could be also incriminated (cylindrical

sand sample inside a rubber membrane experimentally, periodic parallelepipedic

cell for the model).
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Concerning the lowest tested cycle amplitude (qcyc/(2p0) = 0.05), the model645

did not predict liquefaction after the simulation of 10,000 cycles (grey triangle

symbol in Figure 15), and presents instead an accommodation of the simulated

response. The liquefaction may be simulated for an higher number of cycles but,

even if it occurs, it will differ importantly from the number of cycles identified

experimentally (roughly in the range 500 to 1,000 cycles) and the simulation650

has not been pursued beyond. As found numerically, the number of cycles at

liquefaction necessarily diverges below a given cycle amplitude since no lique-

faction is expected for a vanishing amplitude of the cycles. Experimentally,

accommodation without liquefaction was observed for qcyc/(2p0) = 0.025. Con-

sequently, the threshold to trigger the cyclic liquefaction should be in between655

values of normalized cycle amplitude of 0.05 and 0.025, although it has not be

been investigated specifically.

In conclusion, the non negligible overestimation of the number of cycles to

reach the liquefaction shows that the limits of the model are approached in660

such conditions. However, it is worth noting that the obtained general trend

is consistent. Moreover, the use of such a model can be interesting to get an

estimation of the undrained cyclic shear strength of the soil when only results

from monotonic compressions are available (which is generally not reachable

from phenomenological constitutive relations).665

7. Concluding discussion

Constitutive responses of Hostun sand RF in both dense and loose state have

been simulated with a discrete element model. The model is made of spherical

particles with a contact law involving an inter-particle rolling resistance and a

tangential friction coefficient dependent on the contact normal stress. The six670

mechanical parameters of the model (3 elastic parameters and 3 plastic parame-

ters) were calibrated from drained monotonous triaxial compressions performed

on an initially dense and loose sand. The mechanical parameters of the contact
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law are considered intrinsic to the sand grains, and different initial states of

the sand are represented by tuning both the initial porosity and connectivity of675

the numerical granular assembly, while contact mechanical parameters are kept

constant.

The proposed calibration process focuses mainly on the plastic parameters

of the model (two tangential friction coefficients plus one rolling friction coef-

ficient), as the response of the model relies mainly on these parameters if the680

elastic parameters (normal, tangential and rolling stiffnesses) are chosen close

to the rigid grain limit (i.e. sufficiently high to avoid interplay with the plas-

tic parameters). Then, the initial micro-structure of the numerical assembly is

an essential ingredient, determining in particular the simulated response for re-

duced deformation, in the pre-failure regime (for example before the deviatoric685

stress peak for a drained compression). In this context, the control of the initial

porosity of the numerical sample only is not enough to correctly describe the

intrinsic soil response for moderate deformations. The tuning of the initial con-

nectivity improve the calibration and the prediction of the model, in particular

in the hardening regime of the response.690

Regarding the benefit of such a model with respect to its prediction capabil-

ities, the improvements brought by the tangential friction coefficient function of

the normal contact stress, and the control of the initial connectivity, are really

significant is the case of the loose sand, in particular when subjected to isochoric695

and constant stress deviator loading paths. Without such enrichment, the sim-

ulated response may diverge not only quantitatively but also qualitatively from

the constitutive response measured experimentally. Nevertheless, some parts of

the constitutive response are still not completely captured. In undrained con-

ditions, so when the sample is kinematically constrained, the numerical loose700

sample is more unstable than the real one. For the q-constant path, which

is fully stress controlled, the induce dilatation is underestimated. Finally, the

number of cycles to reach liquefaction is systematically overestimated by the

model.
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In the case of the dense sand, these enhance contact law and preparation705

methodology lead to a better calibration of the model on drained compressions,

with respect to a simpler model with a constant tangential friction coefficient and

a control of the initial porosity uniquely. However, predictions on the considered

loading paths (cyclic stress proportional and circular stress loading paths) are

only slightly improved with respect to the cost brought by the more complex710

model calibration and control of the initial state. The simpler model version

(Sibille et al., 2019) may be more attractive due its easier implementation and

still really good prediction capabilities in these conditions.

Hence, this work highlights the difficulty to define and calibrate such a dis-

crete model in order to reach an accurate description of the constitutive response715

of a given soil over a wide range of initial densities (here for a relative density

from 0.1 to 1.0), as suggested in Gu et al. (2020) but for a narrower range of

initial densities.

Despite the above limitations, the prediction capabilities of the discrete720

model on complex loading paths (true 3D loading paths, with rotation of prin-

cipal stress axises, loading/unloading cycles, ...), considered relatively to the

mechanical tests necessary for the calibration (few monotonous compressions),

are above what can be expected from conventional elasto-plastic relations (Saada

and Bianchini, 1988). The reduce number of calibration tests and their relative725

simplicity (no need of cyclic or extension calibration tests for instance) con-

stitutes an advantage in an engineering context where a thorough mechanical

characterization of all soil layers may be too demanding.
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